Installation Instructions for the WayFinder Standard Illuminated Address Sign
Installation Preparation
For maximum efficiency, install your WayFinder Standard Illuminated Address Sign in a
location that is highly visible from the street. Suggested locations include above the garage
door or near the front entrance if the visibility is good.
Tools Required
To install the unit, you will need the items illustrated below:

screwdriver
Carpenter’s level

masking tape

pencil

tape measure

drill

hammer

wire cutters/stripper

step ladder

Inventory Kit
The kit includes all the components for installation, including a masonry drill bit. All parts
and hardware are illustrated below.
The inside flap of the cardboard packaging contains a mounting template to assist you in
locating where to drill the screw holes.

Address sign
back plate

Address sign
front plate

Mounting template
(tear from packaging)

8” long straw (20.3cm)
18 volt plug-in
wall adapter with
screw terminals

two wire
nuts
50’ (15.24 meters)
long 2-conductor, 24 gauge
low voltage, white/black wire

four concrete
anchors

four #8 screws
(1”long,2.54cm)

eight cable clips

Please read through instructions before starting installation.
1.Tear out the mounting template from the inside flap of the packaging box and place it
against the surface where the unit will be mounted.
2. Ensure the template is positioned correctly, with the dark triangular corner at the upper
left.
3. Using a level, ensure the template is horizontal and level. Mark a minimum of both top
holes (or all 4 holes) for mounting purposes.
4. Measure a 2” (5.1 cm) length from the tip of the carbide drill bit provided and mark it with
masking tape.
WARNING: When drilling mounting holes, the depth should not exceed 2” (5.1 cm)
5. Using the supplied carbide drill bit, drill a minimum of two mounting holes to a maximum
depth of 2” (5.1 cm) or to where the masking tape starts.

6. Drill one hole through the wall for the passage of the low-voltage wiring in the location as
shown on the template.
7. Insert concrete anchors into the outside mounting holes. Tap in with a hammer until flush.
8. Screw in screws provided, to a maximum depth of 3/4” (1.9 cm) leaving 3/4” (1.9 cm)
protruding.
9. Place the back plate of the sign on top of one mounting screw only, letting the unit dangle.
10. Insert the low-voltage wiring from the address sign back plate through the straw provided

11. Insert the straw with the wire into the hole, leaving 2” (5.1 cm) protruding on the outside
of the wall so that there is space to grasp the end of the straw.
12. While holding firmly onto the straw, feed the low-voltage wire through the straw until it
protrudes out the other end of the straw on the other side of the wall.
13. Once the wire is fed through the straw, lift the back plate of the sign and mount it onto all
mounting screws.

14. Pull the back plate of sign firmly down until screws are seated into the narrow portion of
the keyhole slot.
NOTE: the narrow
portion of the keyhole
slot faces up.

WARNING: Do NOT over tighten
screws as this may damage the
plastic base. Do not put front plate
on at this point.

15. Tighten the screws only until the back plate is snug to the wall.
16. From inside, gently pull straw and any excess wire through the wall.
17. Remove and discard the straw.
18. Using the wire nuts, connect 1 of the low-voltage wires from the sign to 1 of the wires
from the extra 50’ (15.24 meters) length of low-voltage wire provided. Then connect the
second wire from the sign to the other wire from the extra 50’ of wire.
Do not connect all wires together as this will damage the 18v adapter
19. Secure wire along the wall with the cable clips provided and bring to the closest electrical
outlet.
20. Cut the 50’ (15.24 meters) wire to desired length and strip off plastic insulation covering,
allowing sufficient copper wire to be exposed (about ¹/2” or 12.5 mm).
WARNING: Please ensure the illuminated back plate is installed prior to plugging in
the 18-volt adapter
21. Wrap the white wire around either screw on the 18-volt wall plug adapter
and wrap the black wire around the other screw.
22. Plug the 18-volt wall adapter into the electrical outlet.

23. At this point, the unit is fully functional. Go outside and check unit. If the light strips on
the inside edge of each number are lit, the unit is functioning correctly. Please note that
the unit may flicker as it is more sensitive without the cover. Remove the black cap from
the sensor on the right and continue with the installation.
IF LIGHT DOES NOT COME ON, check that the:
1. lens is completely covered and light is not being detected
2. wiring is connected correctly
3. adapter is properly inserted into electrical outlet
4. outlet is functioning
24. IMPORTANT: For proper illumination, peel off protective backing from the segments
before installing them onto the frame.
25. Insert the number segments, ensuring the top edge is tucked under the tabs.
WARNING: Complete the wiring and testing of unit before installing the front trim.
Once the address sign front plate is snapped in, it is very difficult to remove.

26. Snap on front frame and Enjoy!

Trouble Shooting
 are there any other light sources nearby?
 is the receptacle plug-in on a light switch?
 does the illuminated sign flicker?
 does the illuminated sign stay on all the time?
 does the sign go on when it is dark?
 are all the address numbers lit up or just some of them?

for Customer Service assistance, please call during the hours of 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Eastern Standard Time.
Local: 905 – 727 – 8788
Toll-free: 1 – 877 – 807 - 7168

